Statistical determinants of dendritic morphology in hippocampal pyramidal neurons: A hidden Markov model.
Dendritic structure is traditionally characterized by distributions and interrelations of morphometric parameters, such as Sholl-like plots of the number of branches versus dendritic path distance. However, how much of a given morphology is effectively captured by any statistical description is generally unknown. In this work, we assemble a small number of standard geometrical parameters measured from experimental data in a simple stochastic algorithm to describe the dendrograms of hippocampal pyramidal cells. The model, consistent with the hidden Markov framework, is feedforward, local, and causal. It relies on two "hidden" local variables: the expected number of terminal tips in a given subtree, and the current path distance from the soma. The algorithm generates dendrograms that statistically reproduce all morphological essentials of dendrites observed in real neurons, including the distributions of branching and termination points, branch lengths, membrane area, topological asymmetry, and (assuming passive membrane parameters within physiological range) electrotonic characteristics. Thus, this algorithm and the small number of its morphometric parameters constitute a remarkably complete description of the dendrograms of hippocampal pyramidal cells. Specifically, it is found that CA3 and CA1 basal dendrites and CA3 apical dendrites can each be described as homogeneous morphological classes. In contrast, the accurate generation of CA1 apical dendrites necessitates the separate sampling of two types of branches, main and oblique, suggesting their derivations from different developmental mechanisms (terminal and interstitial growth, respectively). We further offer a plausible biophysical interpretation of the model hidden variables, relating them to microtubules and other intracellular resources.